ADD HEALTH FIELD INTERVIEWER VERIFICATION SCRIPT

Abbreviation Key

R = respondent
FI = field interviewer
VFlag = number of interviews
0 = main only
1 = main and IIV
2 = main and IIV, refused IIV
date = date of interview

Introduction

May I please speak to {R}? (My name is _______________. I am calling from Research Triangle Institute regarding the Add Health study sponsored by the Carolina Population Center at the University of North Carolina.

1. We just need to speak to {R} for about 5 minutes to verify the quality of our interviewer’s performance.

SPEAKING TO TARGET R
R IS AVAILABLE
R IS UNAVAILABLE
R UNKNOWN
REFUSED

(if Q.1 = REFUSED ask Q.2,
if Q.1 = SPEAKING TO TARGET R skip to Q.9,
if Q.1 = R IS AVAILABLE skip to Q.9,
if Q.1 = R UNKNOWN skip to Q.3,
if Q.1 = R IS UNAVAILABLE call back)

2. Add Health is a scientific research study and the quality of data is essential. Please help us ensure this quality by verifying that our interviewer did {his/her} job correctly and behaved professionally. May I speak to {R}?

SPEAKING TO TARGET R
R IS AVAILABLE
R IS UNAVAILABLE
R UNKNOWN
REFUSED

(if Q.2 = R UNKNOWN ask Q.3,
if Q.2 = SPEAKING TO TARGET R skip to blaise Q.1,
if Q.2 = R IS AVAILABLE skip to Q.9,
if Q.2 = REFUSED send to refusal queue,
if Q.2 = R IS UNAVAILABLE go to CALLBACK)

3. (My name is _______________. I am calling from Research Triangle Institute regarding the Add Health study.)
It is important that we verify that our interviewer made contact with the correct respondent, {R}. Is this the correct phone number for {R}?

YES
NO, HAS MOVED OR HAS NEW NUMBER
NO, THIS IS THE WRONG NUMBER

(if R UNKNOWN =NO, HAS MOVED OR HAS NEW NUMBER  ask Q.4,
if R UNKNOWN = yes skip to Q.8,
if R UNKNOWN = NO, THIS IS THE WRONG NUMBER  skip to Q.6)

4. Could you please provide me with the correct phone number for {R}?

(if Q.4 = no, stop; else ask Q.5)

5. Enter 10 digit phone number

6. Have I reached {R’s phone number }?

7. I am sorry that we reached your home in error. Thank you for your time.

(if Q.6 = yes or refuse it is potentially wrong number – send to project for review)
(if Q.6 = no, call back)

8. May I please speak to {R}?

YES, R IS AVAILABLE
NO, R IS UNAVAILABLE

(if Q.8 = YES, R IS AVAILABLE ask Q.9, else call back)

9. (Hello {R FIRST NAME}, my name is _______________. I am calling from Research Triangle Institute regarding the Add Health Study. This call is to verify the quality of our interviewer’s performance. It will take less than five minutes of your time.)

Our records indicate that you were interviewed and agreed to verify your participation.

(if Q.9= refuse finalize as refusal)

**Interview Verification**

1. Were you recently interviewed for the Add Health study?

YES
NO
DOES NOT REMEMBER

(if Q.1 = NO or DOES NOT REMEMBER or DON’T KNOW or REFUSED and VFLAG ≠ 0 ask Q.2,
if Q.1 = NO or DOES NOT REMEMBER or DON’T KNOW or REFUSED and VFLAG = 0 skip to Q.3,
if Q.1 = YES and VFLAG = 0 skip to Q.12,
if Q.1 = YES and VFLAG = 1 skip to Q.10,
if Q.1 = 1 and VFLAG = 2 skip to Q.11)

2. Checking our records, the { interviewer’s name would have been {Fl}/interviewers names were {Fl and Fls} and the interviews took place on {date} and {date}. The interviewers would have been wearing an RTI identification badge with {his/her/their} picture on it, and would have asked you questions pertaining to health, relationships, employment, and schooling. {He/She/They} would have also asked you to provide some biological samples. {He/She/They} may have had a laptop computer or a rolling backpack with {him/her/them}. Does this sound familiar?
YES
NO
MAYBE

(if Q.2 = YES or MAYBE skip to Q.4,
if Q.2 = NO or DON'T KNOW or REFUSED skip to Q.5)

3. Checking our records, the interviewer’s name would have been {FI} and the interview took place on {date}. The interviewer would have been wearing an RTI identification badge with his/her picture on it, and would have asked you questions pertaining to health, relationships, employment, and schooling. He/She would have also asked you to provide some biological samples. He/She may have had a laptop computer or a rolling backpack with him/her. Does this sound familiar?

YES
NO
MAYBE

(if Q.3 = YES or MAYBE ask Q.4, else skip to Q.5)

4. Do you remember being interviewed for the Add Health study?

YES
NO
MAYBE

(if Q.4 = MAYBE, NO or DON'T KNOW or REFUSED ask Q.5,
if Q.4 = YES and VFLAG = 0 skip to Q.12,
if Q.4 = YES and VFLAG =1 skip to Q.10,
if Q.4 = YES and VFLAG = 2 skip to Q.11)

5. Were you ever contacted by one of the Add Health interviewers either in person or by phone?

YES, IN PERSON
YES, BY PHONE
NO

(if Q.5 = YES, IN PERSON or YES, BY PHONE ask Q.6, else skip to Q.66)

6. What was the nature of the contact? What did the interviewer talk to you about?

SET UP AN APPOINTMENT TO MEET IN PERSON
CONDUCTED AN INTERVIEW OVER THE PHONE
IN PERSON TO INTRODUCE STUDY/IDENTIFY R/ASKED R TO PARTICIPATE
OTHER

(if Q.6 = OTHER ask Q.7,
if Q.6 = IN PERSON TO INTRODUCE STUDY/IDENTIFY R/ASKED R TO PARTICIPATE skip to Q.9,
else skip to Q.8)

7. Would you tell me more about that?

(skip to Q.9)

8. Not including initial contacts to set up the interview, did the interviewer conduct the interview with you in person or over the phone?

IN PERSON
BY PHONE
NEITHER
(if Q.8 = NEITHER or BY PHONE or DON'T KNOW ask Q.9,
if Q.8 = REFUSED skip to Q.32,
if Q.8 = IN PERSON and VFLAG = 0 skip to Q.12,
if Q.8 = IN PERSON and VFLAG = 1 skip to Q.10,
if Q8 = IN PERSON and VFLAG = 2 skip to Q.11)

9. Did the interviewer ever conduct a face-to-face interview with you by reading you some questions from a laptop computer and typing your answers into the computer?

(if Q.9 = NO or DON'T KNOW or REFUSED skip to Q.32,
if Q.9 = YES and VFLAG = 0 skip to Q.12,
if Q.9 = YES and VFLAG = 1 ask Q.10,
if Q.9 = YES and VFLAG = 2 skip to Q.11)

10. Did you recently complete two interviews for the Add Health study?

YES (TWO)
NO, ONLY ONE

(if Q.10 = NO, ONLY ONE, or REFUSED ask Q.11, else skip to INTERVIEW 1)

11. Were you recently asked to participate in a second in person interview for the Add Health Study?

12. About how long did the interview {fill that you completed} take from start to finish?

( use fill 'that you completed' if VFLAG=1 or VFLAG=2)

UNDER 1 HOUR
BETWEEN 1 & 2 HOURS
BETWEEN 2 & 3 HOURS
MORE THAN 3 HOURS

(if Q.12 = DON'T KNOW or REFUSED ask Q.13, else skip to Q.14)

13. Was it…

UNDER 1 HOUR
BETWEEN 1 & 2 HOURS
BETWEEN 2 & 3 HOURS
MORE THAN 3 HOURS

14. Was the interview conducted entirely in or at your home?

(if Q.14 = NO ask Q.15, else skip to Q.16)

15. Please describe the place where the interview was conducted?

16. Did the interviewer read you some questions from a laptop computer and type your answers into the computer?

17. During the interview, did the interviewer give you the laptop computer so you could read the questions to yourself and type your answers into the computer privately; that is, without the interviewer seeing your answers?

18. Did you complete a short set of questions that let you practice entering your answers into the laptop computer?

19. Did you have any difficulty using the computer to answer the questions?

(if Q.19=YES ask Q.20, else skip to Q.22)
20. Was your interviewer able to assist you when you experienced these difficulties?

(if Q.20 = NO ask Q.21, else skip to Q.22)

21. Would you please tell me more about that?

Did the interviewer ask to…

22A. take your blood pressure?

22B. measure your height?

22C. measure your weight?

22D. measure your waist circumference?

22E. measure your arm to size you for a blood pressure cuff?

23. Did you provide or attempt to provide a saliva specimen?

24. Did the interviewer prick your finger to obtain or attempt to obtain a blood spots from you?

(if Q.24 = YES ask Q.25; else skip to Q.26)

25. Which finger did the FI prick to obtain blood spots from you?

THE THUMB
THE FIRST OR POINTER FINGER
THE MIDDLE FINGER
THE RING FINGER
THE PINKY FINGER

26. Did the interviewer ask about any prescription medications you were taking?

27. Did the interviewer pay you anything for your participation at the time of interview and what form was that payment?

INTERVIEWER: IF R SAYS “YES” PROBE TO CLARIFY THE FORM OF PAYMENT

YES, PAID MONEY/CASH
YES NOT MONEY, BUT INSTEAD OFFERED OR GIVEN A SERVICE OR GIFT
NO

(if Q.27 = NO or DON’T KNOW or REFUSED ask Q.28, if Q.27 = YES, PAID MONEY/CASH skip to Q.30, if Q.27 = YES NOT MONEY, BUT INSTEAD OFFERED OR GIVEN A SERVICE OR GIFT skip to Q.29)

28. It is important to know if our interviewer followed the correct procedures. It would be very helpful if you could take another moment to think back to the time of the interview, and then answer this question. Were you paid anything for your participation?

YES, PAID MONEY/CASH
YES NOT MONEY, BUT INSTEAD OFFERED OR GIVEN A SERVICE OR GIFT
NO

(if Q.28 = YES NOT MONEY, BUT INSTEAD OFFERED OR GIVEN A SERVICE OR GIFT ask Q.29, if Q.28 = YES, PAID MONEY/CASH skip to Q.30,
if Q.28 = NO or DON'T KNOW or REFUSED skip to Q.32)

29. Please describe what you were paid for your participation?
   (skip to Q.32)

30. How much did the interviewer pay you, in cash, for your participation in the study?
   $30.00
   $40.00
   $60.00
   $70.00
   $100.00
   $130.00
   $160.00
   OTHER AMOUNT
   (if other, ask Q.31, else skip to Q.32)

31. Enter the dollar amount paid

32. Was the interviewer polite and did the interviewer treat you professionally?
   (if Q.32=NO ask Q.33, else skip to Q.34)

33. Please tell me more about how the interviewer treated you.
   (skip to Q.66)

34. Do you have any additional feedback you would like to give regarding the interviewer’s performance?
   (If Q.34=YES ask Q.35; else skip to Q.66)

35. Enter respondent’s answer
   (Skip to Q.66)

INTERVIEW 1
These next questions are about the first interview you recently completed. That is the one completed on {date}. Please think about that interview while answering these next questions…

36. About how long did the first interview take from start to finish?
   UNDER 1 HOUR
   BETWEEN 1 & 2 HOURS
   BETWEEN 2 & 3 HOURS
   MORE THAN 3 HOURS
   (if Q.36 = DON'T KNOW or REFUSED ask Q.37, else skip to Q.38)

37. Was it…
   LESS THAN 1 HOUR
   BETWEEN 1 & 2 HOURS
   BETWEEN 2 & 3 HOURS
   MORE THAN 3 HOURS

38. At the start of the first interview did you complete a short set of questions that let you practice entering your answers into the laptop computer?
39. Did you have any difficulty using the computer to answer the questions in during this interview?
   (if $Q.39 = \text{YES}$, ask $Q.40$, else skip to $Q.42$)

40. Was your interviewer able to assist you when you experienced these difficulties?
   (if $Q.40 = \text{NO}$ ask $Q.41$, else skip to $Q.42$)

41. Would you please tell me more about that?

42. Again, thinking back to the first interview you completed on \{date\}, please tell me if the interviewer paid you anything for your participation.

   YES - PAID CASH AND OFFERED A CHECK FOR SALIVA
   YES NOT CASH BUT OFFERED SERVICE OR GIFT
   NO

   (if $Q.42 = \text{NO}$ or \text{DON'T KNOW} or \text{REFUSED} ask $Q.43$,
    if $Q.42 = \text{YES}$ - PAID CASH AND OFFERED A CHECK FOR SALIVA skip to $Q.45$,
    if $Q.42 = \text{YES NOT CASH BUT OFFERED SERVICE OR GIFT}$ skip to $Q.44$)

43. It is important to know if our interviewer followed the correct procedures. It would be very helpful if you could take another moment to think back to the time of the first interview on \{date\}, and then answer this question. Were you paid anything for your participation?

   YES - PAID CASH AND OFFERED A CHECK FOR SALIVA
   YES NOT CASH BUT OFFERED SERVICE OR GIFT
   NO

   (if $Q.43 = \text{YES NOT CASH BUT OFFERED SERVICE OR GIFT}$ ask $Q.44$,
    if $Q.43 = \text{YES}$ - PAID CASH AND OFFERED A CHECK FOR SALIVA skip to $Q.45$,
    if $Q.43 = \text{NO}$ or \text{DON'T KNOW} or \text{REFUSED}$ skip to $Q.47$)

44. Please describe what you were paid for your participation?

   (skip to $Q.47$)

45. How much did the interviewer pay you, in cash, for your participation in first interview?

   $100.00
   $40.00
   $30.00
   OTHER

   (if $Q.45 = \text{other}$ ask $Q.46$, else skip to $Q.47$)

46. Enter the dollar amount paid

47. These next questions are about your experiences during both interviews. That is the interviews completed on \{date\} and (date). Please think about both of these interviews while answering these next questions.

48. Were both interviews conducted in your home?

   BOTH
   NEITHER
   FIRST ONLY
   SECOND ONLY
(if Q.48 = NEITHER or FIRST ONLY or SECOND ONLY ask Q.49, else skip to Q.50)

49. Please describe the place or places where the interviews were conducted?

50. During both interviews, did the interviewer read you some questions from a laptop computer and type your answers into the computer?

   BOTH
   NEITHER
   FIRST ONLY
   SECOND ONLY

51. During both interviews, did the interviewer give you the laptop computer so you could read the questions to yourself and type your answers into the computer privately; that is, without the interviewer seeing your answers?

   BOTH
   NEITHER
   FIRST ONLY
   SECOND ONLY

During both interviews, did the interviewer ask to…

   52A. take your blood pressure?

      BOTH
      NEITHER
      FIRST ONLY
      SECOND ONLY

   52B. measure your height?

      BOTH
      NEITHER
      FIRST ONLY
      SECOND ONLY

   52C. measure your weight?

      BOTH
      NEITHER
      FIRST ONLY
      SECOND ONLY

   52D. measure your waist circumference?

      BOTH
      NEITHER
      FIRST ONLY
      SECOND ONLY

   52E. measure your arm to size you for a blood pressure cuff?

      BOTH
      NEITHER
      FIRST ONLY
      SECOND ONLY

53. During both interviews, did you provide or attempt to provide a saliva specimen?
54. During both interviews, did the interviewer prick your finger to obtain blood spots from you?

BOTH
NEITHER
FIRST ONLY
SECOND ONLY

(if Q.54 = BOTH, FIRST ONLY or SECOND ONLY ask Q.55; else skip to Q.56)

55. Which finger did the FI prick to obtain blood spots from you?
INTERVIEWER CODE ALL THAT APPLY

THE THUMB
THE FIRST OR POINTER FINGER
THE MIDDLE FINGER
THE RING FINGER
THE PINKY FINGER

56. During both interviews, did the interviewer ask about any prescription medications you were taking?

BOTH
NEITHER
FIRST ONLY
SECOND ONLY

57. Now thinking only about your second interview, that is the interview you completed on {date}...

During your second interview, did the interviewer pay you anything for your participation at the time of interview?

YES, PAID MONEY/CASH
YES NOT MONEY, BUT INSTEAD OFFERED OR GIVEN A SERVICE OR GIFT
NO

(if Q.57 = NO or DON’T KNOW or REFUSED ask Q.58,
if Q.57 = YES, PAID MONEY/CASH skip to Q.60,
if Q.57 = YES NOT MONEY, BUT INSTEAD OFFERED OR GIVEN A SERVICE OR GIFT skip to Q.59)

58. It is important to know if our interviewer followed the correct procedures. It would be very helpful if you could take another moment to think back to the time of the second interview, and then answer this question. Were you paid anything for your participation during your second interview? That is the interview you completed on {date}.

YES - PAID CASH AND OFFERED A CHECK FOR SALIVA
YES NOT CASH BUT OFFERED SERVICE OR GIFT
NO

(if Q.58 = YES NOT CASH BUT OFFERED SERVICE OR GIFT ask Q.59,
if Q.58 = YES - PAID CASH AND OFFERED A CHECK FOR SALIVA skip to Q.60,
if Q.58 = NO or DON’T KNOW or REFUSED skip to Q.62)

59. Please describe what you were paid for your participation in your second interview?
60. How much did the interviewer pay you, in cash, for your participation in the second interview?

$5.00
$30.00
$35.00
$60.00
$65.00
OTHER AMOUNT

(if Q.60 = OTHER AMOUNT ask Q.61, else skip to Q.62)

61. Enter the dollar amount paid

62. {Was/Were} the {interviewer/interviewers} polite and did {he/she/they} treat you professionally during each interview?

BOTH
NEITHER
FIRST ONLY
SECOND ONLY

(if Q.62 = NEITHER or FIRST ONLY or SECOND ONLY ask Q.63, else skip to Q.64)

63. Please tell me more about how the {FI/FIs} treated you.

64. Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to give regarding {the/either of our} interviewer’s performance?

(if Q.64=YES ask Q.65; else skip to Q.66)

65. Enter respondent’s answer

66. Those are all the questions I have. Thank you very much for your time. Have a good {evening/day}. 